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SCOPE AND CONTF~TS: 

The damping of free oscillations 1n liquid-fi l led 

U-tube manometers was investigated. The laminar damping 

coeff1 c1 ents determined were 1n good a,greement with those 

obtained 1n previous studies; e,llowances were ma.de for the 

secondary flow patterns existing. Two Reynolds numbers were 

used to characterize the onset of turbulence for both fully

developed and boundary layer type velocity profiles occurring 

in the system. There is evidence that transition 1n oscillat

ing liquid columns is influenced b~ the internal tube surface, 

and the trans1 tion height me.y well be depenclent on the damping 

exponent for the turbulent flow prior to transition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The understanding of the characteristics of pulsating 

flow is of considerable technological interest since unsteady 

flow in tubes plays a major role in unsteady state processing, 

hydraulic and pneumatic control systems, blood circulation 

and elsew·here. 

The liquid-filled U-tube manometer is a simple 

system, with no net flow component, for studying the 

phenomena involved and has been used as such by previous 

investigators. 

The present work gives a dditional informati on on 

two aspects of oscillations in U-tubes: 

{1) The effect of secondary flO't<I patt erns 

on laminar damping, in particular 

conditions at the glass/liquid inter

face (surface tension). 

(2) A criterion for the transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow, indicating 

a relationship between the turbulent 

damping exponent and transition. 

1 



2. LI 'rEFL<\ TUR~ REVI E\1 

. One of the first e x tensive experiment a l studies of 

liquid, oscillat ions in U-tube s was carried out by Menneret ( 1") 

in 1911. These experimenta l results h a ve formed the ba sis for 

testing the theoretica l _equa ti on for manometer res ponse 

derived by subsequent vmrkers. Since then, it h as been 

reco gnized that for la:r!linar flovr in the system, the fluid 

motion is chara cterized by the oscillat ion Reynolds number: 

= R2w -
r 

Valensi et a l. (2, J) ' extensively discussed the 
\ 

(2.1) 

relationship betwe en the apparent friction factor (determined 

by the loga rithmic decrement of free oscillations) and this 

Reynolds numb er . They identified a n umber of distinct flo1tr 

reg imes, correlating the measurements of Nenneret for loN 

Re0 , where the velocity profile in the tube is fully developed 

(i.e. , para bol i c). They showed t hat as the Reynolds m.J.lilber 

(Re0 ) is increas ed, a value is reached 'at lvhich the maximum 

velocity ceases to occur on the tube axis (Rj_cha.rdson and 

Tyler's Annul:=!r Effect (L~) ). The flow at high oscillation 

Reynolds numbers v-m.s analys ed by Von Karman and Valensi ( 5) 
I 

who made use of boundary layer theory , the theoretica l 

equa tion being in go~d agreement with experiment a l r esults. 
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Ury (6) obtained an analytical relationship between 

manometer response pa.rameters and oscillation Reynolds 

number for a large range of the latter. He obtained 

experimental results in agreement with the theory which 

yielded higher damping coefficients (of the order of 20%) 

than the asymptotic solution of Valensi and Von Karman. 

Biery (7, 8) was the first worker to attempt to 

theoretically account for secondary flow patterns in the 

U-tube. He modified the equation of motion to include a 

drivi~g force due to the end effects of surface tension and 

addi tiona.l vi soous damping caused by flow reversal at the 

column ends and non-axial flow in the curved section. The 

equation of motion was then integrated numerically to obtain 

larntnar damping coefficients. Although these end effects 

corrections had a theoretical basis, they could not be 

evaluated fron theoretical principles alone. That is, the 

corrections are no more than a fitti ng fa.ctor between the 

simulated and experimentally determined damping factor. 

Another factor which Biery noticed was that the 

da1nplng was generally hi gher for the first half-cycle, due to 

friction occurring when air was expelled from the manometer 

leg, held under pressure initially. As Menneret's data was 

determined froiJ this cycle only, it was reasonable to expect 

his experimental damping factors to exceed the theoretically 

determined ones. 



Richardson (9) investigated the effect of manometer 

inclination on the laminar damping response of the system. 

He con.clud.ed that the inclination of the tube was not 

significantly different from the effect of increasing the 

length of the oscillating liquid column, as both factors 

increased the period of the oscillations without having any 

sie:;nificant effect on the damping. Hence, the increa se in 

4 

free surface area due to tube inclination, does not influence 

the damping markedly. 

Richardson (10) interpreted the oscillation Reynolds 

nunber as proportional to the square of the ratio of t he tube 
1 

radius to the oscillating boundary layer thicknes s, (.Y/W) 2 • 

Thus, for large values of this parameter, the viscous effects 

are concentrated near the walls and the bulk of t he fluid 

moves as if it were frictionless {plug flow). For small 

Reynolds nur:J.bers the boundary layer has become so large 

relative to the .tube .radius that velocity gradi ents ar e 

a ppreciable at all points across the tube. He conc1uded tha t 

for lan j_na.r flow the amplitude decay factor can be d e t er·:r.tlned 

as a function of the oscillation Reynold s number provided the 

effects of surface tension end tube curvature can be neglected. 

The transition from laminar to turbulence in s teady-

sta.te pipe flow has been studied by numerous workers. The 

original concepts of the onset of turbulence prov ided by 

Hagen, Reynolds, Schiller, Tollmien and Schlichting are very 

well summarized in a paper by Lindgren (11 ), which includes 
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detailed references to the original publications. The 

observation of turbulent flashes by Reynolds, and Tollmien's 

"Theory of the Instability of Small Oscillations" will be 

discussed later as a basis for an understanding of the onset 

of turbulence in oscillatory flow. In steady pipe f low, the 

criterion for transition is the value of the pipe Reynolds 

number given by: 

In norma.l engineering practice, Rep ~ 2000 at transition, 

but with specially smoothed flows, laminar conditions can 

persist at much higher values. 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow· in 

(2.2) 

unsteady U-tube operation, unltke the transition from fully 

developed to boundary layer laminar flow in the system, has 

been studied to a far smaller extent. Richardson (9) 

ch.r.:tr ~J cterized the transition with the use of a l{iner:w tic 

Reynolds number: 

(2.3) 

~ihen this number is very small the flow is laminar and 

turbulence is set up as the parameter increases. The value 

of the transition amplitude (hT) can be easily determined by 

using an analysis (12) where the turbulent damping is assumed 

to be proportional to a constant pow·er of velocity, greater 



tha n u n l ty, for al1 oscil1a tio11 hei ghts. Richa rcl son fouYJd 

that transition occur red a.t a kinematic Reynolds n m"lb e r of the 

order of 100,000. Hm,T ever, the transition v a lue of Reh \'l·as 

very sensitive to s1:1al1 geor1e tric chang es i'ri thin the tube. 

Whell one of the g l &ss tubes Has fr~.ctur ed at the bottom of 

the U a n cl. rejoined. v.J i th rubber tubing {vd th a s mall gap 

betNeen the parts), the transition va.lue was decreas ed by 50%. 

Richard son also investiga ted the effect of v a ria tion 

of tube cross-section b y con structin g a U-tube lri th un eqUE=ll 

diameter vertica l legs. Th e clamping was found to be indep endent 

of the flmv direction in ea ch half-cycle and to be turbulent 

even at the lowest Reynolds nur:1ber tested (Reh = 9000). 

Richa rdson wa s tmable to reach any general conclusions 

about the influence of the k inematic Reynolds n umb er on 

lamina r sta bility. However, he agreed with Christopherson 

et al. (2 2.) i n doubti ng t l:.s: t the criteria for l amina r

turbulent transition in stea dy pipe floH could be directly 

a.pplied to the oscillating U-tube syste!TI • .Also, he -v.ras v..na ble 

to fiYl.d any int erna l eviden ce for the assumption tha t the 

damping force is proportiona l to the nth power of the velocity 

in the turbulent reg i me, for all oscillation heights. This 

is an inherent assumptj_on in his method of determining the 

transition height. 

Ury (6) also inves tigated t h e onset of turbul enc e in 

the manometer system a nd i n his cas e cor rela t ed the results 

in terms of a IT1.Co.ified "kine tic '' Reynolds number for oscilla tory 
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I 

Rk = d Rep (2.4) 

where the value of d
1 

depends on the type of flow: 

I 

d =~for laminar flow, 

d1 

~ 1 for turbulent flow. 

Experiments indicated that transition to turbulence occur red 

when the modified kinetic Reynolds number Rk exceeded a 

critical value which was a function of the oscillation 

Reynolds number (R2wjl)1"). This criterion can be used to 

determine the maximum amplitude hr which the oscillating 

liquid column will tolerate without transition to t urbulence. 

Ury was able to summarize his results in a diagram 

of friction factors (log f vs lo g ~) for pul sating flow, 

which is analogous to the well-known plot of log f vs log Rep 

for steady pipe flow. 

Binnie (13) investigated the effect of osci lla tion on 

transition for pipe flow; his results were inconclusi ve. 

Baird ( lL~ ) investigated pulsed flow past a cylinder 

and obtained a functional relationship betw·een the separation 

Reynolds number (DWA/?1"") and the oscillatory Reynolds number, 

the exponent being 0.8. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 Experimental Equipment 

The U-tubes used in the experimental study were 

formed from soft glass tubing and had the dimensions shown 

in Fig 1 and Table 1. Before use, the tubes were thoroughly 

clea.ned with chromic acid to yield a reproducable surface, 

and hence, give rise to a uniform liquid film during 

operation. All but one of the manometers had a geometrically 

simila.r basis, the ratio of radius of curva.ture of the curved 

section to tube radius being 10: 1. The one exception was 

tube 2, ~<Jhich had a ratio of 2 : 1 and was used solely t o 

determine the importance of this parameter. The radius of 

the bend was made as large as reasonably possible to minimize 

the distortion of streamlines in the curved section. vli th a 

small radius of curvature a significant secondary flow 

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis l·wuld exist . In 

making the bends, the tubing was sli ghtly necked dovm in the 

curved region. An average tube radius was determined by 

l'leighing the quantity of water necessary to fill the 

manometer, between the two symmetrical positions of maximum 

ini tia.l release of the liquid column. 

The U-tubes were clamped into a vertical position, in 

front of a sca.le on which torere la.ter marked the amplitudes of 

the oscillations. The clamping was such that no vibra tions 

8 
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were transferred to the tube during the start-up operation. 

Auxiliary i terns of equipment used l~ere: a mercury 

thermometer for recording liquid column temperatures to 

within ± O.loC; an electric stop watch for measuring 

oscillation cycle times to an accuracy of ± 0.01 sec; 

rubber tubing for supplying air pressure or vacuum to one leg 

of the manometer in order to achieve a steady initial 

displacement. The anplitudes of the moving fluid were 

measured to within± 0.02 inches. 

The viscosity of the liquids was measured with a 

capillary viscometer (See Appendix I). This apparatus both 

determined the magnitude of the liquids' kinemati c viscosity 

and checked that the liquid was in fact Newtonian. The data 

obtained on this viscometer for toluene checked to within 

'! 2.% of the values presented in the standa rd table (17) and 

as a result the tabluated values for water, toluene and 

methanol r~ ere used. For the toluene-paraffin mixtures the 

experimentally determined values were used. 



FIGURE 1: N.ANCHETER v/ITH CHARACTERISTIC DINENSIONS 
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TABLE 1 

TUBE DIMENSIONS 

HANOriE'rER NOf/iiNAL I.D. ACTUAL I.D. 
NUMBER 

(em) (em) 

1 0.60 e.6o 

2 0.60 0.60 

3 1.00 1.00 

L~ 1.00 1.00 

5 1.50 1.49 

6 

I 
1.90 1.89 

3.2 Experimen~al Procedure 

].2.1 Start-up 

11 

Rc HAXINUl\1 
IJENGTH 

(em) (em) 

3.00 122 

0.90 122 

5.00 99 

5.05 372 

7.65 114 

10.00 120 

The legs of th~ manometer were brought into imbalance 

by applying air pressure (or vacuum), through rubber tubing 

to one of the legs. A rubber stopper was then placed in the 

other leg , the source of air pressure removed, and the 

liquid colurnn lowered to the desired starting position by 

allowing some air to slowly enter the stoppered leg. With 

the column stationary at the desired starting height, the 

stopper was quickly removed and. the liquid. allowed to 

oscillate freely. Thus, no air flow restriction existed at the 

end of the tube. However, on the first half-cycle of the 



oscillation, some additional damping existed while the 

higher pressure air flowed out of the U-tube. 

12 

In all cases, the oscillations ltJere commenced from 

the same ini tia.l height and a.mpli tude measured after each 

successive half-cycle. The oscillations were not started 

from the lower positions as film formation, and its effect on 

damping, was critically dependent upon the starting position. 

This 1.~as particularly important for water which forms an 

irregular film. Due to the added damping in the first 

half-cycle, this point was excluded from the subsequent 

~:maly sis. 

3.2.2 Experimental me~surements 

The oscillation periods were determined by measuring 

to the nearest 0.01 sec the time required for the liquid to 

oscillate from initial start-lip to the end of, 1n general, 

10 cycles. For the more viscous solutions and smaller bore 

tubes, often the period was based on only five cycles, as the 

damping was more severe in these cases. 

The successive peak heights were marked manually on 

the mcrnometer scale. By repeating every run up to ten times 

and EtVeraging the values, reproducible results 't-'Jere obtained_ 

in spite of the limited accuracy of each individual measurement. 

The equilibrium height was also recorded immediately the 

oscillation ceased. Due to th~ hold-up of liquid in a film 

on the tube wall, the instantaneous equilibrium position 
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depended on the initial displacement of the column . 'I'he 

a.mplltude was then calculated by subtracting the instantaneous 

equilibrium hei ght from the peak hei ght. 

In ca.ses where the damping was severe, t he osc i lla. tions 

had to be repeated with different initial h ei ghts to yield 

sufficient data points in the turbulent regime. With this in 

mind, the data was r oughly analysed to ensure t hat t her e were 

sufficient points in each regime before movi ng to a different 

system. 



4. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Laminar Damping Coefficient 

4.1.1 Introduction 

In order to gauge the accuracy of the experimental 

procedure and measurements, the manometer response in the 

laminar flow regime was compared with the experimental and 

theoretical findings of previous workers. With the accuracy 

of the nethod confirmed by this check with previous results, 

the analysis of results for the laminar-turbulent transition 

could be undertaken with greater confidence. 

4.1.2 Theory 

Liquid filled U-tube manometers with laminar damping 

are typical examples of linear physical systems of second 

order, the approximate differential equation being : 

h + jh + bh = F(t) (4.1) 

If the analysis is limited. to laminar flm.-.r i'ihere only 

small displacements occur in the column, such that disturbing 

effects arising at the ends and in the curved section are 

insignificant, equation (4.1) can be transformed into the 

appropriate standard form: 

h + 2 ~ w nn + w n 2h = w n 2hd 

14 

(4.2) 



The solution of equati on (4.2) for free oscillat ion (hd = 0) 

is: 

The physical significance of the parameter t' can be 

seen if equa tion (4.2) is considered as a momentum ba l ance. 

Then t he coefficient (2 twn) represents the ratio of viscous 

shear along the col~n to the column mass . In order to 

evalua te the parame ters, simplifying assumptions as to the 

velocity distribution in the U-tube system must be made . 

A theoretical ca lcula tion of manometer response was 

made by Va lensi (2) in 1947. The velocity equ.at ion that 

Valensi used \'fa-ts based on a velocity profile which involved 

a first kind Bes sel function clependence on radial position 

and incorpora ted a sinusoida l amplitude variation ~'fi th time. 

Coupling this with the equati on of motion for the syst em and 

assuming PoisEmille law fluid friction, the follo~ring damping 

factor equation was derived: 

~ = 2.892(R2:nr (L~.J) 

In 1948, Valensi and Von Karman (5) applied the 

Boundary Layer 'l,heory to obta in an asymptotic solution for 

very small damping factors. They assi.J.med that the fluid 

remained stationary and the tube moved with a sinusoidal 

·motion. They were able to solve th~ equatiori of motion, 

simpl ified by u s ing bounda ry l ayer approximations, The 
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bounda.ry condi tiona were a sinttSoida.l variation of velocity 

at the l'Jall with tlme and zero velocity at points outside 

the boundary layer. The resulting equa tion was: 

(4.4) 

In 1962, Ury (6) used a different approach to the 

problem of manometer response. He assumed rotational ,, 
syroJrretry with respect to tube axis in the straight leg such 

that a ll "particles" located on a cylinder of radius r will 

have a time t, the sarne velocity u = f ( r, t). With this 

a.ssumed velocity profile, tt•To simultaneous differentia l 

equations were solved: the standard second-order damped 

harmonic di fferentia.l equation ( l.J,. 2) and the Navi er-Stol{es 

equa tion, l'lhich in this case is of the form 

the appropriate boundary conditions being: 

(i) zero velocity at the tube wall, 

(ii) meniscus height is independent of radius. 

(4.5) 

The solution of the coupled differential equations 

contains Bes s el functions of the first kind of order zero 

and one. For the exact expression for the damping ratio 

see Appendix I of Dry's paper (6). 
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In practice, it l;Jas found the1t t he Bessel fD11ction 

series c onv erged to within one per cen t of the exact 

solution if only t he first 100 terms vJere used to evaluate 

the damping coefficient. 

In 1963 , Bi ery ( ?) ca lcul ated the d amping ratio by 

m.m1erica lly integrating the equa tion of motion for the U-tube 

syst em . In his solution he attempted to a ccount fo r the 

difference b e t ween experiment a l and simula t ed results by 

introducing a t erm in the equation of motion which a llowed 

for the effect of flow rever s a l a t the ends o f the oscilla ting 

colu.mn of fluid . This tec!L'Ylique a llows for the initi a l build-

up of v e locity profile end leads to l a r ger danping factors 

than th e asymptotic solution s . 

4 . 1 . 3 Disc_y.ss ion 

In order to test the accuracy of the experimental 

results , t he dacping r a tios of the mano~et er systens wer e 

plotted a s a function of the Reynol d s numb er R2 W/'JT in 

Fl g . 2. An ambiguity a.Tises in m2king 8 . comparison with the 

theoretica l c a lculations , as the exper i mental d ampi ng · f G.ctor 

is based on the s e cond order sys tem in t he damped state, 

wherea s t~e asymptotic solu t i ons r efer to an u ndamped sta te 

( ~ == 0) . HoNever , for line2r d amping , an i nherent assump tion 

i n t he ana lysi s , the experimental lo g.<:1 ri thli1 i c d e c rer.Jent is 

r el ated to the theoreti c a l co effici ent thus: 
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FIGURE 2: DAHPING FACTOR AS A FUNCTION OF OSCILLA TION REYNOLDS NUI-IBER 
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. ( 4-.6 ) 

where = TTl ln/ Xm · 
Xm+ 1 

( L~. 7 ) 

Noreover , for the s mall damplng coeffici ents found at 

hi gh Reynold s nu_T!1b ers the e xperiment e.l accura cy justi f ies 

equa ting damping factor and the l ogarithmic decrement. 

The l~:n'fest Reyno l ds number (Re 0 ) invest i gated Ha s 32 

in Hun 25 . Thus , the accuracy of the asymptotic solution , 

equati on (4 . 3), fo r the fully developed flow reg i me could not 

be checked . l1 c tua lly , wi th the liquids ::;:.nd U-tubes avail a ble , 

exper i ment a.l lamina r damping coefficients for Re0 << 20 c ould 

h a ve been obtaJ,n ed , but it vwuld ha.ve b een virtua lly i mpossible 

to de-termine meaningful tra nsi tlon heights due to t he s ev ere 

' d amping a t the l a r g e displacements involved • 

.All the experimental results li e a.bove the t heoretica l 

asymptotic solutions . The damping coefficien ts agree 

extr·emely well vri th the exper i menta l values of Biery ( ? ) • 

This is probably b e cause the systen s us ed in .both cases v-rere 

similar . One point obtained by Dry (6) is-int eres ting , seen 

in the middle of Fig . 2 at Re = 337 . This point was for 

mercur y in a plastic U-tube of dic1meter 6 nm1 e.nc~ g i v es a 

si gnifj_c antly hi gher co eff ici ent th~m predicted by the 

theoret i c a l e qua tions . This 1:-Ja.s a l s o fo 1-mcl in the present 

· i nvestigation for mercu:cy / g l a.ss syst eas i n Huns l, 2 and 3. 
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This suggests ad.-'led damping due to surface tension effects in 

small diameter tubes. lYienneret's (1) data for the boundary 

la.yer regime (Re
0

) 70) also sub~tantia tes these experimental 

results. In his case, the data was obtained fron t he first 

cycle only. This cycle is tl1e poorest one due to start-up 

effects, although in 1'-tenneret • s case these effects seeo to 

have been s:rnall. However, the fact that he found the damping 

to be a function of the initial leg differential, indicates 

t Le influence of air expulsion in the first stroke . 

The reason for the higher experimental damping 

coefficients . indicated on Fig. 2 is additional damping in 

practice due to flow reversal anc1_ assymetrlc surface tension 

fbrces at the column ends, viscou.s dissipation in the curved 
. \ 

bend section, and film formation on the tube walls; the 

importance of each is now discussed. 

4.1.3.1 Flow reversal 

Ac6ording to Biery (7) the reason why the experimentally 

determined deunplng coefficients are hi gher than the theoretically 

predicted values is ma.inly due to the secondary flow pa tterns 

caused by flow reversal at the ends of the oscilla ting column. 

Liquid stationary at th8 tube walls must suddenly accelerate 

~nd flow along t he meniscus surface into the hi gh velocity 

centra l portion of the stream, and this secondary flow pattern 

increases the liquid friction. 

The reversal end effect was observed experimentally by 
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watching the flow of particles in the fluid as it flowed up 

the centre and out tol'Tards the wall of the tube, across the . 

meniscus surface. This observation wa.s similar to that 

found by Va.lensi and Clarion ( 15, 16) who made an exhaustive 

study of the secondary flow patterns at the column ends in 

oscillating flow. 

From equation (4.2) it cen be seen that the principal 

contribution to the da.mping factor is the viscous force per 

unit length of the tube times the column length. Thus, an 

increase in the damping coefficient above the theoretical 

could be interpreted as an increAse in the effective viscous 

length .of the column. A reasonable value for the equivalent 

length added to the column due to flow reversal would seeiil to 

be of the order of a tube diameter. Hot-1ever, analysis of the 

simulated results shows that the correction necessary would 

be of t he order of 10 tube diameters and tends to sug,gest 

that other factors are also important. 

4.1.3.2 Surface tension 

Another reason for a.dded damping in practice is the 

retarding surface tension force which occurs when the 

contact angles between the liq:Uid and the manometer tube are 

not equal at both ends of the fluid column. With a fluid 

which wets the walls, the contact angle of both menisci is 

close to zero and the retarding force is negligible. However, 

w·ith non-wetting liquids such as mercury, the contact angle at 
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both ends is considerably different and there -is a 

significant increas e in the dam p ing f a ctor as verified by 

the results for Runs 1, . 2 and J, and the mercury points of 

Ury. 

4.l.J.J Viscous dissipa tion in the curved section 

Runs 1 and 2 for mercury in a 6 mm diaro.et er tube "t'ri th 

differen t r a dii of curvature show no s~ gnificant differen ce in 

dampi ng coefflcient. It was expected tha t a larger co efficient 

would ha ve b een obta ined 1vi th tube number 2 (smaller bend 

radius) as distortion of streamlines and th e associ a ted 

viscous dissipation would ha ve been much longer. However , it 

must be rememb ered t hat as t he oscilletion Reynolds num.ber is 

of the order of•500 for these c a ses, th e velocity profile is 

mark ed ly "bounda ry layer" in n a ture and the curvature vrould 

not be a.s lmport ::::nt as for a full y develop ed profile. Beca use 

of the effect of the solution's viscosity on the bound.ary 

l ayer growth, the f a ct t ha t the U-tubes are geome trica lly 

simj_laT may not be a good_ b a sis for compa rison of systems. 

However , Runs 1 and 2 tog ether ·Ni th Biery 's cal c ulations do 

indica te tha t the effect of vi scous dis s ipa tion in the curved 

region for l anin ar bounda ry l a yer fl ovv- is small. Further 

experimental da.t a for l a r ge di runeter tubes of differ e n t r adii 

of curv3 ture , a t low v a lues of n2 w /?1 , would elucidate the 

i mporta nce of viscous dissi pa~ion in t he curved reg ion, a nd 

its eff e ct on l a mi nar da~ping . 
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4 . 1.3 . 4 Falling film 

When the fl u id wets the walls of the t ube (a ll 

liquids except mercury) a film is left by the r e c eding 

liqu:i.d coll.mm vJhich is partly picked up by the ri sing liquid 

on ~he return stroke . This effectively reduces the mas s of 

the s yste;n and a lso alt ers the instantaneous equili bri U.'l1 position 

for the U-tube colunm . 

As previously ment ioned , in order to obtain correl a table 

result s , the experiment a l procedure had to incorpora te a me thod 

of allmving for the effect of film formab. on on the measured 

amplitudes. When no correction was made , it was found that , 

with a negative peak hei ght in t h e mea suring a rm, the 

a.mpli tud e ~lEl.S i.ncreBsed , due to film formE:tion , by an amount 

which made subsequent ana lysi s mea.nlngl ess (Fi g . 3) . 

However , in ord er to check tha t liquid film formation 

was in f a ct the reason for the apparent l a r ge experimental 

scatter , an approximate theoreti ca l calcula.tion of appe.rent 

increase in column cU splacement , due to the fj_lm , ·was made . 

This calculat ion was simplified by consideri ng an 

a.na l agous case of liquid flm'lj_ng dovm a plate ~>-rhich . is 

subject ed to a sinusoida l withdrawal motion . 

In thi s case , for l aminar flow in the film, its 

t hi cknes s is gi ven by (1 8); for a constant withdrawal velocity : 

~ _ j~21' u 
1 

f - g 
(L~.8) 
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FIGURE J: DECREASE IN ANPLITUDE WITH TIME 
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For a sinusoida l motion of the pla te , th e fluid velocity is: 

u == A GJ sin GJ t 

Then the volume of t he film adhering to the surfa ce of the 

pla t e in time dt is: 

u ~dt (per unit perimeter ) 

t }
2 'i' A w sin w t 

1 
dt = A ().) sin w -

g 

The total volume of the film adhering in a half-cycle then is: 

""'JT"" 

r wo J (A Vl sin W t) 3/2 }if- dt 

assu.lJling t hat ~ << D hv hich checks rea sonably for the lov-1er 

viscosity liquids used); in the U-tube cas e , the apparent 

increase in column displ a cement is given by: 

(4.9) 

This correction vias a pplied to the da ta for Run 1.3 

(Fi g . 3). The co r rection was accura te for small amplitudes 

but overestimated the film i mportance at the start of the 

.osc illation s. The rea s on for the er ror at l a r g e oscillation 
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amplj.tudes vms possibly due to the break-dol·m of the l aminar 

film assumption. The presence of wavy flmv ( 20) in the film 

was observed even ivhen the flmv in the column proper 'ltJaS 

laminar • . as indicated by the transition hei ght analysis. 

Hovle_ver , equa tion (4 . 9) does give an estimate of the effect 

of film formation on the instantaneous equilibrium hei ght, 

and indicates that this is the reason why the data is difficult 

. to correlate without correcting for film hold-up. 

From Fig. 3, 1 t was found that the eas iest -vmy to 

correla~te the results W"B.s to use only positive peak heights 

relative to the equilibrium position , and to record the 

instantaneous equilibrium position. Hhen the film hold-up 

i'las small the instantaneous equilibrium position was constant 

(to within experimental error) and was recorded only ivhen the 

oscillations had naturally damped out. For l arge film hold

ups, the instantaneous equilibri urn position i'>l'as measured after 

each half-cycle by forcibly stopping the oscillating liquid 

column. This me thod gave similar results to tha t used by 

Biery(?), where an average of the positive and nega tive 

hei ghts was used as a measure of the amplitude for the analysis. 

The trans ition heights (S ee next section) given by the t wo 

methods of allov.ring for film formation, agreed to within 5%, 

tha t is, within the experimental error involved . Thus, the 

method of only measuring positive displacement peaks from 

equilibri um , and the j_nstantaneous equilibrim'l position, vJas 

used as it involved the ~ollection of cons iderably fewer data 
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points and se ems to give an eq ua lly rneaningful t urbul ent 

l aminar transition h e i ght. 

Th e most difficult film co r rection to make w~uld ha ve 

been for wat er , which formed a very , irregul a r filn . Wi th the 

t ube f_r e shly clea ned with e.cid , the vm ter tended to form 

droplets a t v a ri ous points on the surfac e . As the tube walls 

became co n t amina ted "'.AJi t h time a more unifo l-·m film 1vas 

f ormed . Hov:ever , the damping -coefficient s determined from 

the nanometer response of the water/ g l ass syst em , were in 

simila r agr~emen t with tl1e asymptotic t h eoret ica l equa tion s 

as for thos e of other solution s ( See Fi g . 2) . This tends 

t o h1dica te t hat film formation ha s an insi gnificant effect 

upon d amp i ng in l aminar flmv , as Biery previously c oncluded . 

To c onclude , this a nalysis has shown tha t the 

exper i ment a l data for t he l amina r reg ime of the oscilla tions 

i s in agreement wit~ tha t of previous workers and for the 

b ounda"ry l a yer r egime the nu:uerlca l solutio:1. of Biery does 

appea r to be the best theor e tica l equa t ion . The hi gher · 

d amping co effi c i entsyieldecl by U:ry ' s Bessel forniula tion , 

although g ood for me:rcury where su~fac e t ensi on inc rea s e s 

the damping , may be due to the initia l ass~1p t ion that the 

~xial vel ocity i s only a function of r adial ,po s itlon and 

t i :1e . Hoi,I ever , th e numer ica lly det en11i ned velocity profiles 

(Biery ) i ndica te t hat the v e locity has a ma~ked depend ence 

. on axi a l posi ti on a l so , which seem~ res s onable . 
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4. 2 Laminar-'rurbulent Transition 

4.2.1 Turbulence mechanism 

For steady flow in a pipe, the s pontaneous onset of 

turbulence is currently explained by Tollmien's "Theory of 

the Instabil1 ty of Small Oscillat:Lons" ( 11) thus: La.mina.r 

flow at the tube inlet possesses a planar velocity profile 

which durlng passa.ge through the tube tends to parabollc 

(Po1seufile Distribution). The entrance flow is disturbed 

by variations of a large range of frequencies (in the case 

of manometers, due to the irregular motion of the meniscus at 

hi ~h ampli trules). At low Reynolds numbers the velocity profile 

ts stDble to !Oost disturbances, whose original intensity 

determi nes the time tal{en for them to farle a Na.y as t h ey 

pl~O ·:~ress doNn the tube. However, certain velocity profiles, 

developed along the entrance length, mi ght become unstable to 

oscillations of a critical frequency. The disturbances t hen 

l'lOUld increase in anpli.tude as they proceeded ancl. fina lly, 

.-:,fter tr.S~velling the necessary distance of accummulation, 

lead t.o the break-do1~n 6f pre;Iominantly stea.cJ y lajnina r flow. 

The collapse of these entrance flow disturbanc e s has been 

observed experimentally (11) in the form of so-called 

turbulent flashes, l'l'hich a.ppear in the shape of asymmetrical 

toroidal vortices. Ho~rever, the disturbed entrance 

re8ion is to be distinguished from the self-maintained 

turbulent flow which possesses a different structure of small

scale, high energy eddies. 

t'' 
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It seems likely that a similar mechanism would apply 

in the unsteady opera.tion of the manometer. In this case, 

when the amplitude is large, the liquid film formed on the 

tubA wall, as the column recedes, ls wavy in nature. This may 

well ce.use disturbances in the fluid proper, which would 

lead. to the break-down of laminar flow. 

Also, another probable mechanism is the promotion of 

turbulence within the boundary layer throughout the tube due 

to vorticity at the bend and surface roughness. 

Thus, there are two distinct turbulence promoters in 

the system: surface effects at the ends of the liquid column, 

a.nd i r regularities in the boundary layer throughout the tube. 

4.2.2 l<Iethod of analysis of transitiQ...q 

The motion of the U-tube system undergoing free 

oscillations with damping proportional to the nth power of 

velocity (n) 1) is described by the following equation: 

d 2x dx 
-+ j 
dt dt 

dx n - 1 
+ b 2x = 0 

dt 
(4.10) 

Richardson (12) has presented a method of analysis 

from which the turbulent to laminar transition height can be 

determined, by finding the point at which t he damping exponent 

(n) changes from one to a higher va.lue. 

• At the completiOl'l. of each half-cycle (w·hen x = 0), 

let x = Xl , x2 , x.3 ••• xm ••• successively, so tha.t after one 

cycle the amplitude then 1s x2 



The characteristic solution of equation (4.10) is 

for a half-cycle, and the loga.ri thmic decrement should be 

based on a half-cycle, rather than a full cycle as in the 

case of linear damping (n = 1). 
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From dimensional analysis the half-cycle amplitude 

decay may be written: 

Xm + 1 

Xrn 
(4.11) 

Richardson (12) ha.s shown that the asymptotic 

solution of equation (4.10) for the characteristic half

period is: 

( 
j n-1) 

Xm + 1 = ; exp - F ( n) ::- n 
Xm 

(4.12) 

where, for non-integer values of n 

F (n) = 7C 
zn+ 1 

(4.13) 

While the solution is asymptotic, the deviations 

due to finite damping are found to be small in practice; for 

only oscilla.tions with small damping will yield sufficient 

half-period amplitudes tc;> give a:n accurate correlation. 

In the interpretation of experimental measurenents 

of arnpli tude decay, the logari thrrd. c decrement should be 
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calculated from two successive half-cycle amplitudes. 

The value of n can be estimated as follows. The 

loga.ri thmic decrement can be written: 

Hence 

and 

S· xm 
- log Xm+ 1 

Xm 

j n-1 
= - F (n) _x~m~

b2- n 

sxm oC ~ n-1 

log (- dxm> = (n - 1) log Xm + const (4.14) 

Thus, a graph of log (- dxm) a gainst log Xxn. ha s a 

slope of (n - 1). The slope of the graph 1<1as evaluated by 

the method of least s~uares, for both l aminar and t urbulent 

regions. In this manner, an error in one particul a.r ha.lf-

cycle amplitude tended to be cancelled out. Suppose t hat 

t he amplitude Xm was in error and hi gh. Then dxm _ 1 

woul d a ppear too high but d xm would have to be "corr es pondingly" 

too low. For this method there is an error due to experimental 

uncertainty and because of t he use of an asymptotic solution 

to interpret finite measurements. 

F'or the laminar region , "n" has the va lue one, 

which '<'Tas well established experimentally when determini ng 

the laminar dampi ng co·eff1c1ents for each system {See previous 

section). In the turbulent regime, n is assumed to be constant 



for the. 1•rholc possible rang e of d amping and its value to lie 

between one a nd t wo . Hence , the hei ght of transition 

corresponds to the intersection of lines of slope 1 and of 

slope between 1 and 2 on the graph . 

In each case the tra nsition h e i ght was c a lcula ted 

approximately by slide rule; the d a ta points were divided on 

this basi s into t wo regions , and a least squa res computer 

program was used to a ccurately determine the transition 

hei ght and the tur bul ent damping exponent (n). Richardson ' s 

method is both easier to program and easier to use than Ury's 

method which involves a visua l determination of the transition 

hei ght from the change in slope of the graph of amplitud e vs 

cycle ti :rne . RicharcLson ' s me t hod involves the e.s s umption t he. t 

n is constant for the v~hole r a n g e of turbulent d amping , or at 

leas t in the region of the transition point. Biery found the.t 

the numerically ca lcula ted v eloci t y profiles for the first 

few 6ycles differed from t hose occurring subsequently. Thus , 

the assumption of constant n for both l a1:1inar and turbulent 

flovr , used to mat hemati c a lly describe t he damping , has no real 

funda!'lenta l bas is ; but , ho v; ever , seems to be an adeq_ua te 

approx i matlon . 

4. 2. 3 Theory 

4 . 2. 3 . 1 Bound~J.:.Ll§}L~r.-~e.R;i r.Je 

Three differen t me t h od s of ana lysis were made in order 

to obta in t heore tica l equations fo r t he lamina r-turbulent 
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transition in the so-called Boundary Layer Regime (i.e., 

a2w/;y ~ ?O). 

Derivations (1) and (ii) are an attempt to find the 

functional relationship between transition height and 

oscillation Reynolds number which Ury found to exist. 

Derivation (iii) is an attempt to explain the marked 

dependence of transition height on column length for the 

long one inch diameter tube (No. 4). 

(1) Analogy with steady flow over a flat plate 

For oscillatory flow over a flat plate the 

boundary layer thickness can be shown (19) to be of 

the order of: 

For steady flow over a flat plate the trans i tion 

Reynolds nu..'!lber is given by (18): 

Rex = ': ~ 500,000 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

For steady flow, the boundary layer thickness (18) is: 

(4.17) 

Hence, from (4.16), 'the distance along t he plate at 

which transition occurs is: 

x = 500,000 ~/u (4.18) 



From (4 .17) a t transition: 

g = 3300 ?'/u (4 .19) 

In the manometer syst em , the maxi muB velocity 

_(compar able with t he free stream v eloci t y in the fl a t 

pla te ca se ) is: 

(1+.20 ) 

at transition . 

From (4 .15) and (4.19): 

and w Dh (n2Yw-) i ____!__ = 6ooo 
")/" 

(4.21) 

. . . I 
However , if, for t he transi tion proc ess , t he 

bounda ry l ayer t hi ckness applicable i s si ~!lilar to 

tha t fo r med when the liquid a ccelera tes from re s t over 

a fl a t plate (19) t hen t he maxi mu.rn t hicknes s ( a t the 

botto:n of the stroke) 1 .. rould be given · by: 

(4.22) 

~7 

and hence (4. 2J ) 
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I n both equa tions , (4 . 21) a n d (4 . 2J ), the essenti a l 

assui'Ilp tion j_s tha t the l a.mlna r - turbulent tra nsiti on 

i n an o scillatory b ounda ry l a yer , o ccurs a t the s a me 

value o f Re£ as i n stee dy f l ow. 

In the case of l amina r bound2r y layer type 

osci lla tory f l ow over a f l a t pl s te , the v eloc ity 

d i str i bution pa ral l el t o the wa ll is given by (21): 

u ( z , t) = u
0 

exp ( - z /w' ) c.o s ( W t - z ~) I2Y J Z?r 

Then d u = - u r;:J' (cos (.).) t + s i n w t ) 
0 z z = 0 o..; 2?i 

Therefore , the maxi mum l aminar shes r s tres~ , at t h e 

wa ll occurs when W t = ~ , ••. 

and L1m = 

(4 .24 ) 

(4 . 25) 

(4 .26 ) 

(4.27) 

(L~ .28) 

For ful ly t urbul ent f l ow thro~gh a smooth p i pe , 

t he maxi mum shear stress is g i v en by the Bl asi u s 

e quat i on (1 8 ): 

I 1 

0-' f u
2 

( 2
11
uR ) -

4 
[, t ~ 0. 0)96 (4 . 29 ) 



As for (1). the velocity for the U-tubA syst em is (A~). 

The system will ten/i to occupy that flow 

regime in which the frictional dissipation is greater; 

i.e., if Lt >Tlm• then the turbulent regime will be 

preferred. Thus, transition occurs approximately when: 

It follows that: 

• . . 

(111) As ~~~lt of wayy flow in the falling film 

Ta.llme.dge and Soroka ( 20) experimentally 

(4 . .30) 

(4.Jl) 

(4 . .32) 

determined the film Reynolds number at which the flow 

in a. liquid film formed by the withdrawal of a plate 

from a trough containing the liquid became l•lavy: 

(4 • .33) 

In this case, the film thickness is /2 Yu/g 
1 

and so 
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With u taken as the max11J!Um velocity in the column 

during the ha.lf-cycle when transition occurs ( w hT): 

Thus, the transition height dependence on 

angul8r frequency is: 

(4.34) 

4.2.3.2 Fully developed regime 

The transition from fully-developed laminar flow 

(R2w/')T < 20) to turbulence can be ba sed directly on the 

same criteria for steady pipe flow {quasi-steady-stat e model). 

Thus, f or t he U-tube case, the maximum Reynolds number a t 

transition is given by 

4.2.4 Discussion 

D~<.V ~ 2000 
7 

4.2.4.1 Method of analysis 

(4.35) 

The analysis af manometer responses, using Richardson's 

(12) .method, for three typica.l runs is shown in Figs. 4, 5 

and 6. In the first case, a mercury/glass system, there is no 

liquid film formed on the tube, and consequently, the equilibrium 



position of the column remains constant throughout the 

oscillations. '!'he experimental results seem to be fl tted 

by Richardson's method better in the turbulent regime than 

for laminar flow. The initial starting height does not 

significantly affect the results. The apparent large scatter 

in the laminar region is due to taking the logarithm of the 

ratio of two similar numbers, in which case a small experimental 

error in one reading is greatly magnified in the corresponding 

logarithmic ratio. Consider three typical heip;hts occurrlng 

for an initial height of six inches; namely, 1.57, 1.34, and 

1.11 inches. This raw da.tB gives logarithmic decrements of 

0.070 an~ 0.083, hardly constant as would be expected in the 

laminar regime. Now the experimental error is estimated at 

0.02 inches, thus, the middle height may have actually been 

1.32 inches rather than the 1.34 inches recorded. In this 

case, the decrements would have been 0.076 and 0.075, which 

are close to the average for all l13minar readings of 0.077. 

Hence, by taking the average of a large number of readings 

an accurate average logarithmic ' decrement for use in 

determining th~ transition height was found. However, because 

the t1mpli tudes are larger for turbulent damping, the same 

experimental error (0.02 inches) produces a considerably 

smaller inaccuracy in the corresponding amplitude ratio, 

leading to apparently more accurate results in the turbulent 

region. 
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In Fig. 5 the system was water/glass where a very 

irregular arid non-uniform liquid film was formed at high 

am~litudes. This is shown in the results by the large 

experimental scatter in the turbulent region when comparing 

runs wt th different starting heil~hts. The results in the 

l~min.·"r region (a more uniform film, but still trregular 

compared with other solutions) are more reliable. In general, 

the results for water are possibly the most inaccurate due 

to the effect of the irregular liquid film on damping. Thus, 

in the case of water, 1n particular, the internal geometry 

&nd nature of the tube surface would have a significant 

effect on the degree of damping · and the transition hei ;!ht. 

For the toluene-para.ffin/glass system, Fig. 6, the 

results are similar to those for water/glass. However, in 

the turbulent regime, the results for each individual run 

(the same starting height) show less scatter end indicate 

that the initial height, because of its subsequent effect on 

film thic'kness and len;:;th, does influence the damping in the 

turbulent regime. 

In general, Richardson's method of analysis worked 

well for all of the 25 runs. Experimental evidence seems 

to substantiate the assumption that the turbulent damping 

exoonent (n) is constant; at least over the range of 

a.mpli tud es investigated, which in practice, is limited by 

the column length. 
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FIGURE 5: T~~NS J:':ICN HEIGHT DEiERHINATION 
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FIGURE 6: TRANSITION REI GET DETER11INATION 
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A graphica l me thod of presenting t he tra nsition 

results using dimen sionles s pa.r .~;me t ers (Rey n olds numb ers) , 

simila r to t ha t us ed by Ba ird ( ll-1- ) in correla ting the onset 

of separation dur ing puls ed flow past a cylind e r , 1t~ a s us ed . 

As in the pr esenta tion of da~ping f a ctor da t a fo r l amina r 

· flow , R2 Wj')! vm s chosen a s the ba sic parameter for a 

compa rison of y a ri ous sys t em s . 

As the t r ansiti6n from l a mina r to turbulen t fl ow ha s 

be en studied l ess extensively tha n t he transition from fully-

developed to boundary l a yer fl ow in oscillat ory l amina r flow , 

the c hoic e of a pa r amet er to represent this tra nsition was 

more difficult .~ Initially, with a l a rge initi a l displa cement 

i n the U-tube , the flovr i s of a turbul ent n a ture. A s the amplitud e 

of t he o scilla tions d ecrea ses , due to fluid d amping , there is a 

hei ght ( hT ) a t v·lhich transition to a l amina r d aBping c hcua.cter-

is tic occurs . The Reynolds number chosen to repr e s ent t h is 

transition >·Ja s the max i mun occurri ng during the cycle , n ame ly: 

(4 .36) 

Thi s Reynolds numb e r is simila r to the one used to 

de s c r ibe the s ame tra n s ition in st ead y pi p e f low. In th e 

uns teady U-tube cas e s , the ve~oci ty u sed , ( hT w) , i s t h e 

·maxi mun one dur i ng t he o s cilla ti on c y cle i n which transit ion 

occurs . 
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A linear regression of the results for the 25 

experimental runs is shown in Fig. 7, together with the 

semi-theoretical equations derived previously. It can be 

seen t i·:a.t the line of best fit for all the results is in 

good agreement with equation ( 4._)2} which is based on 

equating turbulent and la.mina.r wall shear stresses et the 

transition point. In particular, the experimental slope of 

0.66 compares well with the theoretical value of 2/J. 

However, because of the large apparent experimental sca tter, 

this encouraging overall result may be solely due to the 

favourable compensating of experimental errors. The division 

of the results into smaller groups for a more deta iled 

analysis will be discussed later. 

There is very little published data with which to 

compare these results. Also, as the geometric feature s of the 

p&rt1cular systems greatly influence tt:e turbulent/laminar 

transi tj_on point, a va.l1d comparison would be dlfficul t to 

mal{e. For oscillation Reynolds numbers in the range 200-1000 

the transition Reynolds number (DhTW/ ')T'), determined from 

these experiments, is of the same order of magnitude (104 ) 

as for the results of Ury, Richardson and Biery. Run 8 for 

water compares most favourably with thE! t obtain ed in a 

smaller d.iameter tube by Biery (R2 uJ j')l' = 570). However, he 

makes no mention of the method of determining transition 

height used, though it a.ppea.rs as if it was Richardson's method 

of analysis. 
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One general trend is that mercury appears to give 

larger than F.l.verage trans1 t1on heights, possibly due to 

abnormal surface tension effects at the column ends. The 

results for Runs 1, 2 an.d J, are similar to Ury's mercury 

results. Ury's method of deterlllining the transition height 

was to visually detect the change in slope, resulting from 

transition from turbulent to laminar flow, for a plot of 

amplitude height vs cycle time. This method certainly is 

more difflcult to use as the plot is a curve and the change 

in slope is not sharp, but actually occurs over a. range of 

heig~ts. With Richardson's method, the intersection of the 

two straigl:t lines yields just one transition point, but, a.s 

previously mentioned, this mettod inherently assumes that 

the turbulent d.e.mping exponent is constant over the whole 

r:::mge of turbulent oscillations. Due to experimental errors 
f 

involved, because of the end effects previou~ly mentioned in 

the discussion of laminar damping, Ury' s a.nalysis seems to 

yield equally meaningful results, in particular, the 

similarity for mercury. 

Increasing the column length, holding other factors 

const9nt, has a marked effect on the transition height as 

indicated by the \'Tater and toluene r-esults in the long one 

inch diameter tube (Fig. 11). The onset of wavy flow in the 

falling film, and the influence of the turbulent damning 

exponent in genera~ AS a possible explanation of this 

observa.tion will be discussed later. 



As t he turbulent damping exponents for Runs 1 4 , 21, 

22, 23 and 24 are v ery low, t he t ransition hei ght g i ven by 

the anal ysis may not be an actua l tur bul ent-lami rwr transi tion , 

but rath er due to a change in the l a mina r damping coeff i cien t 

with suc cessive o s cillati ons. It is notic ed tha t a ll these 

runs are VIi t h l arg e di ameter tubes ( 1 . 50" and 1. 90" ) and 

henc e , t he velocity pr ofile in l am i nar floH n ear the f ree 

surfa c es woul d t ak e a whi l e to e stablish its elf , as ver ifi ed 

by Biery ' s n umer i c a lly ca lcu l a ted profil es . Th is may be the 

reason fo r t he appEJ.rently v ery lm'l tra:hsi tion Reynolds numl)ers 

fo r Runs 23 en~ 24 . 

Run 25 at lovl o s cill a tory Reynolds nurtb er ( R2 WI ')I = 32 ) 

to gether "'rith Ury's r esults for wEtter indica t es that a 

• 
minimum trans ition Reynolds number of 2000 is a pproached as 

R2 W/~Jr is decreased. and the Quasi -Steady-Stat e model beg ins 

to a pply . 

In t h e turbulen t reg i me it wa s found t ha t t he d amping 

for t he first half- cyc l e was grea tly i n c reased above the 

exp e cted v a lue ( from extrapol a tion of results ). Cons equently , 

the first point wa s not used in the analysis of transition 

hei ght . Th e one excep ti on was Run 16 with me t hano l . In t h is 

case only the fi rst ha lf-cycl e of the o s c il l a t i on s was u sed 

a nd t h e sta rting height vari ed . Th i s run yield ed both a 

~igher tur b u l ent dampi n g exponen t and 8 co r res ponding l y l arger 

transition height . Th is was the first sign of the rel a tion 
I 

betweenturbu l ent d amp ing on transi t~on. 
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4.2.4.3 Classification of data 

Fig. 7 seems to imply a. very large experimental 

scatter for transition heights. The experimental error in 

the transition Reynolds number was estimated at about± 20%. 

However, further analysis of the results showed t:b..a.t the 

turbulent da.mplng exponent (n of equation 4.10) varied 

gr eatly between the 25 runs • . For fully developed turbulent 

flow, an exponent 1n the ra.nge 1.70-2.0 wculd be expected. 

Hoi; ever, it was found that this occurred only in two cases, 

indicating that the a.ssumption of a sharp transition to 

fully developed turbulence may not be valid for a number of 

t he U-tube systems. To aid in the further analysis of t he 

results, the experimental runs were divided into three 

groups thus: (1) n ~ 1. J5 

(ii) 1.20 <n < 1.35 

(iii) n ~ 1. 20 

an0 each group of results correlated using a. least squares 

Bnal.vsis. The results ar e presented in Fig. 8 and Table 2. 

As seen from Fig. 8, the scatter in the experimental 

results has been substantially reduced by classifying the 

data, with respect to the relevant turbulent dGmping exponent 

range, prior to analysis. Now all the results (except for 

the two runs, 23 and 24, with low exponents) devia.te from the 

cor·relation equations by a.n amount well within the magnitude 

of the experimental error (± 20%). The slopes for two of 
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the groups (0.67 and 0.62) agr~e favourably with the semi

theoretical value of 2/3 and it nust be remembered that there 

were only four points in group 2 and a.lso in this case a 

slope of 2/J would fit the data within experimental error. 

lienee, the importance of the turbulent damping exponent for 

flow prior to transition to laminar flow has been well 

established_. · This ma.y suggest that both fully-developed 

a11d boundary flow regimes, which have been well established for 

lamin~r flow, exist in turbulent damping in U-tubes. 

TABLE 2 

VALUE OF n NO. OF POINTS VALUE OF D~ W/V SLOPE OF LINE 

AT R2 Wjr;r = 100 

1.0 - 2.0 25 ),800 .66 

l.J5 - 2.0 7 7,060 .62 

1.20 - l.J5 4 /.} '810 .I.J- 7 

1.0 - 1.20 14 2 t 740 .67 

--·-, ·~•• •• ,-.-.•• l T V I 100 /1. 0'1 
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4.2.4.4 Turbulent damping exnonent 

A first attempt to explain the low turbulent damping 

exponents occurring in a majority of the cases, was based on 

the analysis of the build-up of a velocity profile in the 

entr.!;mce section during steady flow through a pipe. It was 

hoped that this may be analogous to the production of a 

veloct ty profile when the meniscus of the colt.unn begins to 

move in oscillatory flow in the manometer, i.e., a quasi

steS~dy-sta.te comparison. 

For laminar flow in the pipe entrance section, the 

initially flat profile gradually transforms to a fully 

developed parabolic profile as the boundary layer grows. 

The distance downstream a.t which the profile is fully 

developed is given by (19): 

(~"'2,_u) X = 0. 04 v 

For a Reynolds number of 2000 then, and a tube diameter 

of 1 em, a column length of 80 em would be required to fully 

develop a velocity profile. Bence, from this approximate 

analysis, it would appear thet .the velocity profile may not 

be fully 1eveloped, even for turbulent damping where the 

column length is small. 

The quali ta.ti ve nature of this conclusion is substan

ti~lted by Fig. 9 a.nd 10. In Fig. 9. for a. constant column 

length, the turbulent damping exponent increases as the 

d_iameter is decreased. Assuming that the turbulent boundary 
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layer is of a similar size for each case, then a fully 

developed profile is more closely a.chieved in small diameter 

tubes. In Fig. 10, for a constant tube diameter, the 

exponent increases as the period of oscillation increases 

{due to increasing the column length). As expected, the 

longer columns and longer oscillation period, give more 

opportunity to develop the velocity profile and hence, the 

damping exponent is larger. Thus, to summarize, the results 

indicate tha.t wherever more opportunity is given to develop 

the velocity profile fully (small diameter, long column) the 

value of n in the turbulent damping equation is higher. 

However, when different fluids were compared, with 

respect to the size of the boundary layer (a function of 

viscosity) to be expected, the analysis broke down. This 

indicates t hat the effect of surface tension on end effects 

may also be important in determining the damping exponent, 

and viscosity to be less important in the turbulent regime. 

4. 2. 4 • .5 \-lavy flow 

Fig. 11, shows that for lerger liquid columns, the 

column length (shown through its relationship with frequency) 

has a far more substa.nt1al effect on transJ tion height than 

would be expected. 

From equation (4.32) the proportionality between 

tr~msi tion height end frequency (for same tube diameter and 

solution) is: 
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If tra.nsi tion is due to wavy flow in the liquid film 

adhering to the tube wall, for long columns, then from 

equation (4.34) 

In, practice, it was found that (From Fi g . 11): 

As previously ind.i cated, t his marl<ed dependence on 

column length is accompanied by a change in the value of n 

for turbulent damping. This in itself is the most conclusive 

evidence that transition is dependent on two factors, i.e., 

t he oscillatory Reynolds number for the · system, a.nc. the value 

of the damping exponent for the turbulent flow prior to 

tra.nsition. The results give inconclusive evidence as to 

the effect of the type of flow ir the adhering flu~d film, 

on t~e transition phenomena. 



,5. CCNCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATIONS 

( 1) Seconda.ry end effects are probably responsible 

(ii) 

for increasing the laminar damping coefficient by up 

to 1.5% above the theoretical asymptotic solutions, 

which are based solely on the primary fluid flow 

patterns. Biery's (7) numerical solution gives the 

best fit of the results, a.nd the laminar damping factors 

ror all 25 runs agree extremely tlell with those 

obtained experimentally by previous workers. 

Tra.nsi tion in oscillatory flow can be adequately 

summarized in the form of a log- log plot of transition 

Reynold.s number (Dhtr w /'J!) vs. oscillation Reynolds 

number (R2tV/~). For laminar flow the transition from 

a fully developed profile to one of boundary layer 

na.ture ha.s been well-established for the range ( 10) 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow 

for Re 0 ) 70 is not as well defined. and seems to depend 

on the turbulent damping exponent for the flow· prior 

to transition. Also, the transition seems to be 

influenced by the internal tube geometry and by end 

effects. The relationship between turbulent damping 
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(11i) 

exponent and transition suggests the possibility of 

both fully developed and bounda.ry layer regimes of 

turbulent flow, as with laminar flow. 
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For Re0 < 70, the limited data available suggests 

that the transition Reynolds number approaches the 

steady-sta.te value of 2000. 

It is recommended that further experimental 

runs with large diameter tubes of different radii of 

curvature be made, to investigate the importance of 

viscous dissipation in the curved section, on laminar 

damping. Also, further experiments at low oscillation 

Reynolds numbers (Re0 < 70), to check the val1d.1 ty of 

the Qua.si-Steady-State model a.re needed. 



General Symbols 

A 

b 

D 

F 

f 

g 

h 

n 

r 

R 

Re 

NOMENCLATURE 

amplitude of oscillations 

coefficient in laminar damping equation (4.1) 

tube diameter 

forcing function in lamin.'.'lr damping equation 
( 4.1) 

friction factor 

gravitational constant 

characteristic U-tube displacement 

apparent increase in column displacement 

coefficient tn laminar damping equation (4.1) 

length of liquid column 

damping exponent for turbulent flow 

l'ad1al position 

tube radius 

Reynolds numbers 

for film 

Ury•s modified kinetic Reynolds number 

Ricbardson's kinematic Reynolds number 
h2 wj-Y 

oscillation Reynolds number (Valen.si's 
number) R2 W/'Y 

pipe Reynolds number Dum/1V 
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General Symbols 

ReT 

Rex 

t 

u 

~ 

uo 

UR 

X 

xm 

z 

Subscripts 

c 

d 

f 

i 

lm 

t 

T 

Greek Symbols 

r 
J 
J' 

transition Reynolds number {U-tube) 
DhT c.V/?t 

transition Reynolds number (flat plate) 
U X/¥ 

time 

liquid velocity pa.rallel to plate 

mean velocity, taken over cross-section 
of tube 

60 

maximum liquid velocity in x direction 

relative fluid velocity for plate withdrawal 

characteristic dimension along surface 

oscillation peak height 

direction p~rpendiculat to surface 

curvature 

driving force 

film 

initial 

laminar 

turbulent 

transition 

gamma function 

boundary layer thickness 

Ury's mass factor 



Greek Symbols 

sf 
dxm 
.1 

~ 

r-
7/ 

f 
y 
w 
w 

n 

film thickness 

logarithmic decrement 

loga.ri thmic decrement 

laminar damping coefficient 

dynamic liquid viscosity 

kinematic liquid viscosity 

liquid d.ens1 ty 

shear stress 

angular frequency 
1 

natural angular frequency (2g/L)2 of 
oscillation. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I 

A.l VISCOSITY MEASUREMENT 

A capillary viscometer was used to determine the 

kinematic viscosity of the toluene-paraffin mixtures. This 

apparatus consisted of a vertically mounted 50 ml burette 

whlch was connected to a 40 em length of 1 rom diameter 

capillary tubing fixed horizonta.lly. For this system t he flow 

rate of liquid 1n the capillary, for Newtonian fluids is 

e;i v~n by ( 18): 

7T a4 Ap dh 
Q = = - A 

Bf'l dt 

where R = capillary radius 

6.p = pressure drop across capilla.ry 

1 = capillary length 

A = cross-section area in burette 

h = liqu1.d height above capillary 

Now 

( i) 

(ii) 

Thus 

~p = fgh 

-rra4 fgh = dh 
-A- (111) 

Bfl dt 
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As the geometric factors are kept constant for all 

measurements: 

d.h 
- K 

h 
= dt r (iv) 

Hence K 
lnh•-- t + c 

'))" 

where K,c are constants for the system, which are determined 

by calibrating with water. 

The viscosity of the toluene-paraffin mixture was 

obtained then from the slope of ln h vs time graphs, the linear 

nature of the plot verifying that the mixtures were Newtonia.n. 



APPEllDIX II 

TABLE 1: DATA 

RUN FLUID lrEMP PERIOD TUBE VISCOSITY 
oc sec No cm2/sec 

1 Mercury 16.0 1.10 1 .00118 
2 liercury 24.5 1.15 2 .00117 

3 Mercury 20.0 1.17 3 .00117 
4 Water 26.8 2.20 4 .00860 

5 Water 2?.8 1.79 4 .00840 
6 Water 24.2 1.21 3 .00910 

? vlater 18.5 1.24 5 .0104 
8 \'later 26.2 1.21 6 .00870 

9 Toluene 27.0 2.12 4 • oo6LI· 5 
10 Toluene 28.7 2.14 4 .00635 
11 Toluene 22.0 1.15 3 .00682 

12 Toluene 24.7 1.18 3 .00647 
13 Toluene 22.5 1.19 5 .00670 

14 Toluene 24.0 1.21 6 .00664 

15 l.Jethanol 26.3 1.18 3 .00695 
16 Methanol* 19.0 1.15 3 .00858 

17 To1-Par" 26.4 1.19 3 .00821 
18 'l'o1-Par 26.4 1.19 5 

~ 
.00821 

19 To1-Par 26.8 1.17 3 .00975 
20 To1-Par 27.5 1.19 5 .00958 

21 •ro1-Par 24.0 1.20 6 .0104 
22 Tol-Par 26.3 1.20 5 .0235 

23 To1-Par 24.6 1.25 6 .0270 
24 Tol-Par 24.7 1.20 6 .0270 

25 Tol-Par 28.7 2.19 4 .0225 

* Only first half-cycle used 

** Toluene-Paraffin 
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hT a2wf.,r DhW# n 
em 

6.35 436 18,500 1.50 
6.10 421 17,100 1.56 

7.03 1150 32,200 1.38 
18.03 83 5,940 1.78 
P-2.48 104 5,210 1.23 

6.57 143 3.750 1.19 

7.51 273 5 ,L~6o 1.20 
9.21 573 10,400 1.19 

17.94 115 8 ,230 1.68 

18.23 116 8,440 1.89 

8.42 192 6,460 1.34 

7.36 206 6,050 1.20 
8.58 443 10,100 1.30 

8.19 704 12,100 1.13 
5.89 191 4,510 1.19 

13.07 159 8,320 1.42 

6.39 161 L~, 100 1.17 
8.81 362 8,.500 1.17 

6.63 138 J,66o 1.18 
7.39 310 6,110 1.20 

7.48 455 7.170 1.12 
6.30 125 2,110 1.18 

7.25 168 2,560 1.13 
6.05 178 2,270 1.14 

15.71 32 2,000 1.18 
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TABLE 2: OSCILLATION HEIGHTS 

RUN NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

'/.00* 6.04* 7.00* 7.82* 5.95* ?.00* 
5.27 4.22 6.07 5.75 4.48 4.91 
3.80 3.27 4.88 4.27 3.45 3.73 
2.95 2. 6L~ 4.08 3.17 2.63 2.88 
2.40 2.22 3-45 2.35 2.02 2.27 
2.03 1.92 3.06 1.78 
1.68 1.67 9.65* 6.84* 1.42 
1.La 1.46 6.00* 6.52 5.10 1.13 
1.17 1.25 5.32 4. 85 0.90 
0.99 4.33 

.5.42* 3.67 11.65* 6.00* 
5.00* 3.92 3.15 7.45 4.31 
4.12 3.07 2.8J · J.29 
3.12 10.25* 2.58 
2.55 4. OOit· 6.75 2.04 
2.08 3.67 5.04 1.62 
1.77 3.17 
1.4·8 2.84 5.00* 

2.51 3.63 
6.00* 2.27 2.82 
4.72 2.02 2.23 
J.48 1.80 1.78 
2.76 1.67 
2.23 1.53 
1.87 
1.57 3.00* 
1.34 2.77 
1.11 2.47 
0.94 2.2) 

2.02 
4.00* 1.78 
J.J7 1.64 
2.6) 1.49 
2.18 1.)4 
1.82 1.2) 

1.11 
.99 

*signifies starting height for subsequent osci l lations 
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TABLE 2 (Cont.} 

RUN NO. 7 8 9 10 11 12 

6.00* 8.00* 1).00* 10.45* 7.00* 7.00* 
4.65 6.68 8.5o 7.05 5.1.5 5.17 
).82 5.57 6.)0 5.48 ).98 4.06 
).17 4.83 4.87 4.28 3.10 3.25 
2.68 4.23 ).75 ).35 2.58 2.66 
2 • .30 3.7.3 2.63 2.10 2.17 
1.93 3·32 ~1.85* 2.09 1.68 1.78 
1.65 2.94 7.95 1.6) 1.40 1.46 
1.42 2.62 6.00 1.12 
1.20 2.)4 12.72* 8.00* 
1.02 2.08 10.)0* 8.20 5.82 

7 • .37 6.25 4.43 
7.00* 5-57 3.52 
5.88 4.)2 11.60* 2.85 
5.04 7.70 2.34 
5.)6 5.95 1.92 
).82 1.58 

6.00* 
5.12 
4.41 
3.87 
).42 



TABLE 2 (Cont.) 

RUN NO. 13 14 15 16 17 18 

6.00* 7.00* 7.00* -8. OO"~t 7.00* 6.00* 

-5.38 6.01+ 5.17 5.65 5.05 4.80 

4.18 5.22 4.03 -7.00 3.8.5 4.06 

-3.90 4.59 ).18 J.,~. 95 3.02 3.45 

3.15 4.09 2.56 -6.00* 2.39 2.97 

-2.97 3.64 2.10 Lr. 37 1.97 2.55 
2.42 3.26 1.72 -5.00 1.55 2.18 

-2.30 2,95 1.42 3.82 1.23 1.88 

1.85 2.66 ' 1.18 -4.00* 
2.40 0.97 3.06 6.00* 7.00* 

-6.00* 2.17 -3. OOi<- 4.40 5.54 
l~. 95 1.96 6.00* 2.30 3.42 4.62 

-4.52 4.57 -2 .. oo-tt· 2.66 3.87 
3.58 6.00* ).59 1.52 2.11 3.30 

-3.35 5.19 2.86 1.66 
2.74 4.58 2.32 1.34 

-2.58 4.06 1.90 1.08 
2.10 3.62 1.57 

-2.05 3.26 
8 .. 00* 

5.00* 5:81 
I 

: 

4.43 4".43 
! 

3.94 3 • .51 
3.52 2.82 
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TABLE 2 (Cont.) 

RUN NO. 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

8.00* 6.00* 6.00* 7.00* 7.00* 7.00* 5.03* 
5.36 4.72 s.o4 4.82 5.24 4.73 2.75 
4.00 3.92 4.33 ).56 4.12 3.48 1.52 
3.06 ).27 ).76 2.68 3.28 2.59 .84 
2.39 2.75 J.28 2.07 2.64 1.97 .46 
1.87 2.)5 2.88 1.60 2.13 1.51 
1.47 2.03 2.54 

~ 
.1.24 1.74 1.15 7.10* 

1.73 2.24 ; 0.96 1.42 3.85 
6.00* 1.48 1.98 1.15 6.00* 2.10 
4.13 1.75 6.00* 4.13 
3.17 8.00* 1.54 4.17 6.00* 3.06 9.30* 
2.45 6.J2 3.13 4.52 2.32 4.93 
1.93 5.05 5.78* 2.37 J.58 1.77 
1.53 4;.14 4.93 2. 87 8.55* 

).48 4.25 2.33 5.00* 4.60 
7.00* 3.?0 1.88 3-53 
4.82 J.23 2.62 7.95* 
3.66 5.00* 1.98 4.30 
2.?6 3.82 
2.18 ).06 

1.72 2.48 
1.35 2.02 
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